


Strengthen your commitment to the success 
of your fitness program by partnering with a 
passionate, proven leader that builds the best 
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With a dedicated focus, 
Octane Fitness is the #1 selling 
premium elliptical, designed to 
motivate, challenge and change 
you. Its innovative, award-winning 
standing cross trainers and the 
unprecedented xRide deliver the 
results you crave. 

Accomplish more, enjoy more 
and become more with Octane.

   Octane Fitness: Winner of 
49 Best Buy Awards since 2003 xRide explodes in popularity Achieve more with every workout

Octane Fitness has redefined how you exercise 
sitting down with the invention of the one-of-a-
kind xRide seated elliptical, which immediately 
took off in health clubs and homes worldwide. 

Octane now offers a full line-up of xRide models 
to meet individual preferences and the growing 

demand for the most popular seated 
product on the market. 

No other seated equipment beats the xRide 
for workout effectiveness and efficiency. 

Studies have shown that compared to 
recumbent bike riders, xRide users had 

343% more glute activity and burned 
23% more calories overall.*

The xRide benefits you much more than other 
seated exercise machines. You can work the 

entire body for better results, save time by doing 
strength-training intervals isolating the upper or 

lower body and take advantage of the forward 
and reverse motion which activates 

more muscles. 

Plus, the variety of challenging, unique 
workouts pushes you to build endurance 

and strength, and the incredibly 
comfortable seat encourages you 

to keep training. 

*Study conducted by the St. Cloud State University Human Performance Lab on an xR6 model versus a recumbent bike at the 
same perceived exertion. **Independent study conducted by Octane Fitness on the xR6 model with current customers.

xR6             Based on the club model, the original, 
flagship xRide is fully loaded with signature 
Octane features such as MultiGrip handlebars, 
digital contact heart rate sensors, a step-through 
design and Muscle Endurance, Chest Press and 
Leg Press workout boosters.

xR4             This model offers a compact footprint, 
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heart rate sensors, total-body workouts and a 
sleek integrated console.   

Visit octanefitness.com for more detailed product specifications
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Bob Greene
Oprah’s trainer
Best-selling author 
& founder of The Best Life

An exercise physiologist, best-selling author 
and founder of the popular The Best Life Diet, 
Bob Greene specializes in fitness, metabolism 
and weight loss. 

“While I was on my book tour, I used Octane 
workout machines for the first time at a hotel 
gym. After that workout, I contacted the 
company to congratulate them on creating 
such great machines. Octane ellipticals give 
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great intensity of a running workout with 
the forgiving ease and comfort of a 
workout machine.”

Pursue your Best Life with Octane

“Best Life” and “The Best Life Diet” are trademarks of Best Life Corporation. All rights reserved.




